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Boost series of shoes in 2013 officially released the evolution so far, this special material in the bottom of shoes to redefine the
element energy feedback can reach the efficiency of Ultra Boost, this pair of the latest flagship works Energy Boost provides 20%
more than Boost material, by thousands of pieces of unique energy capsule to replace the traditional EVA midsole directly, provide
the best energy feedback and shock. 
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The 
foot will swell more than 10 centimeters after a long period of exercise. The PRIMEKNIT fits easily to the swelling position and gives
enough space and support, while the side prevents the foot from slipping with TPU. "The Ultra Boost configuration technology, is to
strengthen mutual integration and energy transfer, and provide a complete, absolute fit appearance and feeling. "Adidas Herath, vice
president of Running design, mentioned Ben. "We managed to push our running shoes to the next level, creating the top technology
and design process for Ultra Boost.". "
." 
outsole with Stretch Web outsole, elastic porous design makes the Boost efficiency maximization, a new double density TORSION?
SYSTEM, embedded in the shoes of the anterior and posterior midfoot, help more independent operation, providing smooth and
easy manipulation of the runners run and superior stability. 
20% Boost material with TPU to prevent the lateral foot slip double density TORSION? SYSTEM embedded in shoes midleg
PRIMEKNIT give enough space and support of forming one of the tongue of Achilles tendon reserving scope Ultra Boost Taiwan has
listed color 
Taiwan currently has a total of six color options, which are all black men and women, orange and blue is the men's shoes. 
listed in April, listed in March, listed in April, listed in March, listed in March 
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for Nike LeBron 12 brings the strong lateral support of Hyperposite material has become the NIKEiD available to all researchers to
develop creative exploration. The protagonist, the inspiration extracted from human chromosome unique structure, for the whole shoe
to bring a new style, in January 17th Nike provisional time open the subscription option. 

source: Sneaker News

ASICS Tiger in the Gel Lyte V two pairs of low chroma, with bright contrast design, either with cyan or magenta, green and yellow of
the collision, even with five colors are not competing for visual style, harmonious and full of memory, with a 90s outdoor Outdoor style.
The yellow is particularly interesting, there are picturesque dragon eye like, following the last ASICS Tiger 'Tanabata' series
appeared, it is impressive, this time once again into the shoes, also makes people look forward to the future trend of the use of color
preferences. 

ASICS Tiger? Gel Lyte V 'Carbon Grey' Series in the recent sale, Japan atmos shops have been open purchase, pricing are 14000
yen (before tax), detailed information can be sold to the atmos website. 

source: atmos / Sneaker News

as the 90s classic Air Way shoes? Up introduced a number of colors in this year, the real figure is now released the white color to let
everyone have fun, classic style do not need to use too gorgeous color to highlight its classic, simple black and white collocation that
is the old fans favorite color, the color of Taiwan has no release message please friends in patience and love if. 

source: nicekicks
?

This pair of Look see 
sample and later sold quite a few details are not the same.? in addition to leather material is not the same, the gray color than the
commercially available a lot of light.

sometimes the details are a little different and more fascinating than.

Some Pics Via Sneakerhotline.com



Air Jordan 11 Low Retro shoes will sell for you at the weekend, we survey shoe currently has announced the sale to organize dealers
to stay in the Facebook, of course there will be some department store sale, also please telephone inquiries, the actual selling
mechanisms and place please store transaction announcement, part of the store must first sign today, do not miss. 
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source: Nicekicks

See Kobe Bryant 
believe that a few days ago in the warm-up match with its signature over fadeaways succeeded, we are quite looking forward to what
Kobe can regain supple skill, for the Lakers to win the championship glory again. Before the season started, Nike will launch this
product called "Legacy" (traditional) new Flyknit color, dressed in elegant blue vamp collocation silver Swoosh Logo, seemed to
proclaim to the world he will return to the battlefield, with elegant yet the spirit of nature. Type: 630847-404, foreign sale date: October
18th, priced: $225. 

source: Sneakernews

1985 Michael Jordan once in a Italy basketball tournament performances offer a single hand pretty fly up, because the power is too
strong to rebound on the spot fragmentation Montreal, which last year was Jordan Brand again as the shoes color inspiration for Air
Jordan 1 to create a "new color Shattered Backboard". This brand is once again this is transplanted into its latest basketball shoes
Air Jordan XXXI, also from the shoe body color match MJ wore black jerseys with orange, hot stamping way current basket
miserable like cortex (laugh), tongue and internal standard in the United States is expected to launch in October 10th. Type: 845037-
021, priced it at $185. 

source: @j23app
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